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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to highlight the relevance of district heating (DH) in the country where, in general, there 

is no such system and, specifically, to develop and implement a helpful approach for designing a DH network combining thermal 

and hydraulic considerations to simulate the energy behaviour of such network. The nonlinear model of the supply and return 

temperatures describes the dynamics of a DH system with an appropriate accuracy. The results of the generated scenarios are 

partial load values obtained for each category. The data on the daily heating power demand was transformed into an outdoor 

temperature dependence curve used to compute the flow rate for each of the scenario. Under the designed condition, the flow is 

determined and regulation approaches are elaborated. The resulting flow is quite stable. Taking into account the deficiencies of 

conventional evaluation for DH networks, this study excludes the hypothesis of constant outdoor temperature, and analyzes the 

influence of outside temperature on the heat losses and electricity consumption for DH networks based upon the state-space 

method. The obtained results are achieved without significant investments into a DH system just by adjusting and controlling 

temperatures and flow rates of a heat radiator circulating in the network. 
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1. Introduction 

A district heating (DH) network offers the opportunity to 

satisfy the collective heat demand of a cluster of 

geographically concentrated buildings through a set of central 

heat sources. This allows for the use of centralized production 

techniques with an efficiency exceeding that of distributed 

production (stand-alone, individual) [1]. Therefore, a correct 

DH design as a critical part of a city’s energy development 

strategy can lead to great economic and environmental 

benefits, contributing significantly to the development of 

low-carbon cities [2]. 

To justify the original nature of the manuscript, the section 

includes the most relevant R&D references selected for a 

literature survey. 

Delangle et al. [3] carried out a thorough literature survey of 

the articles on optimizing the existing DH network published 

in a range of top energy journals for the last four years. All 

controllers, discussed in [4], use optimization methods to 

determine the actions in a DH network. To fully evaluate the 

latest findings and key challenges relating to the topic of a DH 

network modelling, one can address the paper by del Hoyo 

Arce [5]. 

The nonlinear model of a plate heat exchanger described by 

Wang et al. [6] was simulated in Simulink. A heat load 

forecast model, based on the HIRLAM numerical weather 

prediction model and provided by the Danish Meteorological 

Institute, was used in [7]. 

The instantaneous mass flow rate depends on the heat 

capacity of a system and a design (maximum) value that was 

assigned to a selected unit as shown in [8]. The mass flow is 

almost always steady or quasi-steady as well, except for very 

short transients when it changes and then settles with the speed 

of sound [9]. In the paper [10] the authors refer to a 

“bidirectional distribution” system as the one where water in 

each pipe segment can flow in alternating directions 

depending on the net thermal fluxes in the system. The mass 

flow is in contrast with the heat flow spatio-temporal 

evolution within a DH network as it is never steady. A novel 

feature in [11] is the integration of hydraulic considerations 

into all components involved into the supply temperature 

optimization process. 
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Babiarz & Blokus-Roszkowska [12] express temperature 

variation within a year by means of a thermal load factor. In 

future, energy systems could be designed in a more flexible 

way to incorporate fluctuations in demand and therefore allow 

using distributed renewable energy sources located in various 

points [13]. Valincius et al. [14] assessed the failure reliability 

of DH networks using the method integrated with the 

thermal-hydraulic analysis. 

In Ref. [15] certain variables enable evaluating the change 

in reliability of DH networks due to changeable outdoor 

temperature during the heating time. During the project [16] a 

modified device was added to this existing controller 

hardware which makes it possible to interact with this device 

remotely through an outside temperature sensor override 

mechanism. This makes it possible to control the substation by 

sending alternative outside temperature signals to the input; 

the underlying controller will then respond to this signal 

according to its default settings. 

The poor-quality of utilities in Russia [17] causes the need 

to repeat excavation and reinstatement over their lifetime (up 

to 25 years) and therefore adds many long-term costs relating 

to sustainability (depreciation) costs. 

It has already been shown that a conventional radiator 

system in the existing building without any renovation done 

can ensure a comfortable indoor climate with a supply 

temperature of 45C [18]. In Ref. [19], Hyllie’s (area under 

construction in the southern part of Malmö, Sweden) 

buildings were supposed to have floor and wall heating 

systems needing a supply temperature of only 30C. Aghdaei et 

al. [20] show an example of simulation designs for various 

building types and provide a summary of the design order plan 

for calculating total energy consumption of a dwelling in 

Australia. 

When interpreting the results obtained, it should be kept in 

mind that they are typically based on a case study. For 

instance, in Ref. [21] a particular district was chosen due to the 

fact that it is mostly residential, and it consists of buildings 

that can be considered as the reference ones for the French 

building stock. The heating plant and the DH network of the 

University of Liège, Belgium, with an effective peak power of 

56 MW and a total heat demand of around 61 GWh are used as 

an application test case in [22]. 

One of the Hou’s options [2] does not consider energy 

conservation and secondary load structure improvement, and 

heating and cooling load of new buildings are all supported by 

electric air-conditioners. In Ref. [23] the annual water 

volumes decrease with improved building thermal 

performances. The results in [24] indicate that there is no 

obvious correlation between the amount of generated 

electricity and the profit received from electricity sales in the 

investigated scenarios. The higher the actual heat production 

of a unit, the higher its thermal efficiency is as indicated by 

Coss et al. [25]. If the capacity of the total production plants is 

lower than the peak demand, thermal energy storages are 

necessary [26]. However, in Tianjin Eco-City, China, the 

actual load of the energy station, which has been in operation 

for four years, is still less than the design load, and the peak 

load value is only 25% of the design load [27]. In order to 

alleviate the fluctuation and enhance energy performance, 

thermal storage devices are often applied along with a 

renewable source [28]. 

The knowledge gap can be formulated as follows ‘How 

should this new heating technology be designed and when is it 

feasible to phase out old technology?’ [29] in a country where 

DH has never been widely used on the heat market. On the 

contrary, e.g., in Mediterranean regions the major problem of 

a DH system management is the presence of a peak demands, 

particularly, in the mornings [30]. 

The aim of this article is to highlight the relevance of DH in 

a country, which, in general, does not have one and, 

specifically, to develop and implement a helpful approach for 

design of a DH network combining thermal and hydraulic 

considerations to simulate the energy and physical behaviour 

of the analysed network. 

2. Materials and Methods 

If the network pressure is below 1.0 MPa, a simpler direct 

consumer connection can be used. A diagram of a substation 

configuration is supplied in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Direct connection layout. 

The direct connection has no heat exchanger for the space 

heating system. There are many disadvantages of 

implementing direct systems, for instance, a lack of separation 

of the DH network and the building utilities, no possibility of a 

DH network operation on the pressure levels independent on 

the building installations, which can be especially crucial in 

hilly locations. Its major benefits include a lower price and 

conservative maintenance. The nonlinear ordinary equation 

model of supply 1τ  and return 2τ  temperatures was derived: 
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where it − desired indoor temperature, °С; 

MTD – mean temperature difference between temperature 

of indoor air and a radiator’s surface, °С: 
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Relative thermal power output from a DH system 0 ,Q  

MW, is expressed as follows: 
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where 0cQ − current heat load, MW; 

0Q − design heat load, MW; 

ct − current outdoor temperature, °С; 

DOT – design outdoor temperature, °С. 

A temperature difference in a radiator system ,рΘ  С° , can 

be determined as described in Eq. 5: 

3 2 ,τ τΘ = −                                        (5) 

Design supply-return temperature difference ,рδτ  С° : 

1 2 ,δτ τ τ= −                                      (6) 

DH system parameters including the boundary conditions 

of indoor and radiator temperatures and load rates given in 

Ref. [31] have been used to validate the proposed nonlinear 

model described by Eqs. (1) and (2). A nonlinear model was 

validated using the measured data and actual operation 

parameters given in Ref. [32]. To assess model performance, 

the mean absolute percentage error given by Eq. (7) and 

provided by Dahl et al. [7] was selected. 
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Where iT  is a scheduled supply temperature and i is a 

number of validating points. 

We referenced to daily extreme temperatures on the site 

registered to date using non-linear regressions. 

Six model runs were performed with the same input data as 

for the three default scenarios. 

Firstly, default scenarios relate to profile temperatures that 

can be chosen among the following values: 80/60, 60/40, 

50/30. Currently, in the University of Liège, Belgium the 

supply temperature is approximately around 120°C [22]. The 

conventional supply temperature in Malmö, Sweden, is 

between 80 and 110C [19]. For example, in Ref. [18] for the 

DOT of -16C, the average radiator system supply and return 

temperatures are 64C and 42C, respectively. These data 

support the 80/60C option. 

Secondly, the scenarios investigated are defined by three 

different design outdoor temperatures (DOTs). Accordingly, 

in this study nine kinds of alternative options were considered. 

If the predicted load is larger than the maximum heating 

capacity (5200 kW) of the DH system, an additional flow rate 

is used. 

The performance of heat production depends on current 

weather conditions. To account for that, a partial load model is 

developed which includes the decrease of thermal production 

of a heating unit on system level. For each unit, a nominal load 

and the partial load are introduced, based on a linear approach, 

see Eq. 4. 

Once daily heating demands were derived, taking into 

account the frequency of monthly outdoor temperatures and 

assigning each outdoor temperature a certain value based on 

this mechanism, a set of supply and return temperatures was 

obtained. 

Following energy balance, the Eq. (8) is used to calculate 

the hot water flow through a network in case of each option. 

1 2( ),elC c Gρ τ τ= −                             (8) 

where c  and ρ
 
are the specific heat and density of water at 

the appropriate temperature, and G is the water volume flow 

rate. When the heat consumption exceeds the capacity of the 

DH system, the required part of hot water for all the demand is 

provided by a network pump of a DH plant. 

As a case study, a prototypical district was created based on 

the existing district located in Canberra, Australia. The case 

study represents a virtual city district that consists of one 

producer, five consumers and a heat network with a total 

length of 5,561 metres. The total heating area of the project is 

128 m
2
 and the total designed heating load is 5.4 kW. It was 

calculated with the aid of linear regression model [20] 

assuming excellent airtightness, levels of ceiling, floor 

insulation and wall insulation of R 3.5, R 1, and R 2.5 

respectively, a single glazing type and window-to-wall ratio 

equal to 45%. The heat is generated by natural gas boilers, 

which are to feed the baseline heat demand of the district. 

Nominal efficiencies are used based on the authors’ 

knowledge of the current practice; for the gas unit this is 90%. 

The papers such as [25] support that assumption. Here we 

show an example of a bidirectional system [10]. This means 

the heat source translates to the heating mode when a five-day 

average value of outdoor temperature goes below 5C and 

turning on a cooling when the ambient goes above 20C. The 

DOTs utilized in this study are {-3.3; -2.1; -8.7} C. According 

to American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and 

Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), the first two values 

represent dry-bulb temperature corresponding to the 99.6 and 

99.0% annual cumulative frequency of occurrence (cold 

conditions), °C. In order to analyse the energy-saving effect of 

the above measures for energy conservation and secondary 

load structure improvement, the option with a DOT of -8.7C is 

designed to act as the benchmark. 18C was chosen for an 

indoor temperature. Due to network structure, once certain 

components happen to failure, the related consumers cannot 

obtain enough heat power, which would affect the internal 

status of consumers especially the indoor temperature [15]. 

The calculations were performed using Microsoft Excel, a 

commercial spreadsheet programme, and weather evaluations 

are based on Australian data. 

Thus, the daily minimum air temperature is derived from 

real-life operational records for 2017 at the Canberra Airport 

Station [32]. It has a number of 70351, was opened in 2008 

and situated within a latitude of 35.31° S, longitude of 149.20° 

E, 577 m elevation. 
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The daily minimum air temperature is generally recorded at 9 

am of local time. It is the lowest temperature for the 24 hours 

leading up to the observation, and it is recorded as the minimum 

temperature for the day on which the observation was made. 

3. Results and Discussion 

Generally, compared to the conventional energy system, 

although a DH system induces extra thermal losses and needs 

more electricity for pumping, it can offset these drawbacks 

through a rational plan of the urban spatial structure and the 

cooperation with the supply source [33]. 

The simulated and scheduled outlet temperatures are 

illustrated in Figure 2, and the relative errors are shown in 

Figure 3. 

 

Figure 2. Comparison of the actual and simulated output temperatures. 

 

Figure 3. Validation of temperatures. 

The relative errors of the simulated supply temperature 1τ  

and scheduled one iT  are varying mostly within ±5%, which 

is in a satisfying range. It is obviously more accurate than the 

best error value of 11.56% obtained by heat demand forecast 

[16]. Therefore, a nonlinear model of the supply and return 

temperatures given in Eq. (1) and (2) can describe the 

thermal dynamics of a DH system with an appropriate 

accuracy. 

The largest temperature error between the calculated results 

and predefined data is 5°C at the ambient temperature of 0°C. 

In view of the fact that the largest error occurs once (Figure 2) 

and is less than +7%, the simulation results can be considered 

to meet the requirements of the DH network temperature 

simulation. 

The temperatures within the considered year are shown in 

Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Annual climatic chart for Canberra, Australia (2017). 

The changeability of the thermal load determined as a factor 

of external air temperature can be described by the value of the 

system’s duration in a particular state using experimental data 

obtained from the observations of normal functioning as the 

same with [12]. If there are no abnormal operations or large 

changes of outdoor temperature, remarkable variations in a 

relative heat load or DH network supply temperature profiles 

may indicate problems either in a DH system or in the 

measurements [34]. 

This study employed 9 different scheduling strategies for a 

DH system (Figure 5). 

With this model, the operation stability of a DH system is 

predictable. As is conceived logical, the 10-degree set point 

decreases with a decreasing design outside temperature and 

decreasing maximal supply temperature. Besides, for an 

unstable operation condition of a DH system, this figure can 

also be used to analyse the primary factor, which results in the 

instability of the temperatures and tune a network controller to 

ensure robust stability. 

The results of the generated scenarios are the partial load 

values which are obtained with the help of the Eq. 4 for each 

category, refer to Figure 6. 
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Figure 5. Supply and return temperatures depending on the ambient temperature level. 

 

Figure 6. Total heat load. 

The total, although daily, heat load for the entire network 

can be seen in [11]. Even though nominal efficiency is equal 

to about 90% for gas-fired boilers, this value decreases in 

partial load operation due to inflexibility and thermal losses 

of different kinds [25]. The load requirements are not met by 

the heating capacity of the DH system when the outdoor 

temperature decreases. This occurs when the load values 

exceed 100%. Such an operation is possible under the 

condition that excess heat can be dumped at zero cost (as it is 

assumed in the model). The situation might be different if the 

part-load operation of a DH plant is implemented [24]. In 

Figure 6 one can also notice that cold weather causes 

overload in the heating system during 29 days inducing 29 

peak points’ occurrence. The reason why the excess heat 

power peaks were so large was that, despite fairly low 

heating demands, some heating was utilised during daytime 

when the temperature was below the DOT. By reducing the 

peak load, a smaller sizing of the different components in a 

thermal network is possible, thereby decreasing investment 

costs [4]. 

As it can be seen from the previously presented data, there 

is more than half of days when the heat output is relatively low 

compared with the capacity of the equipment installed in 

central energy plants (lower than 60%). A number of DH 

plants installed in Chongqing, Shanghai, Wuhan, and other 

areas of China have also faced similar situations in which the 

actual operation load is too small [27]. However, in order to 

guarantee the normal operation, the actual instantaneous 

output of any equipment should be within the certain range 

[2]. 

An analysis of the annual behaviour can provide useful 

insights related to the consumption patterns of the users. In 

future, the effect of the hours on heat demand can be 

described by analysing the profile patterns of each day in 

detail [35]. 

The following step is to present supply line performance by 

its duration curve, as illustrated by Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Supply temperature at the DH plant side. 

Figure 7 shows that the suggested solution is capable of 

providing the annual average supply temperature mostly in the 

range of 60-80C depending on a specific heat demand. In 

April and September, the values of the temperature at the 

outlet section of the DH plant are mostly 45C-60C. The 

energy provided from a heat source to the network shows 

fluctuation and intermittent due to weather change. 

To support the discussion of the paper, it is sufficient to 

provide an example of an estate located on a farmland north of 

Nottingham city, UK, where the supply temperature was as 

high as 82◦C still guaranteeing the expected indoor comfort 

and avoiding unnecessary high return temperatures [8]. As is 

observed in [6], with the primary supply temperature 

increasing to a high level, the operation stability of a heating 

substation will be damaged, and the fluctuations will occur. 

The data for the daily heating power demand were 

transformed into an outdoor temperature dependant power 

demand curve (Figure 6) that was used to compute the flow 

rate for each of the scenarios (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8. Frequency map as obtained for each of three DOTs. 

Under the designed condition, the flow is determined by the 

eq. 1 and the regulation approaches are obtained. Furthermore, 

the water flow rate would change accordingly. The resulting 

flow is quite stable, ranging only from 56 to 68 kg/h. By 

comparison, the total flow rate of heating water in Kaunas city, 

Lithuania, can vary 3.9 times: from around ~1,800 to ~7,000 

t/h [14]. A control system is intended to use a distribution 

system to provide the heating capacity to consumers and run a 

pump to obtain additional flow if required. As expected from 

Figure 5, the mass flow increases only as the supply 

temperature reaches its limits of 50, 60, or 80C. Compared to 

the -2.6С, the -3.3C strategy shows a frequency of an 

increased flow lower by 16% corresponding to an 

improvement of electricity consumption for the entire DH 

system. The same approach is presented in [28]. In Ref. [26] 

the total mean DH system’s demand is equal to 558 MW 

requiring the total average water flow rate of 2,222 kg/s. If the 

flow rate requirements for circulation are low, it is possible to 

downsize a pipe system [23]. 

4. Conclusion 

Taking into account the deficiencies of conventional 

evaluation for DH networks, this study modifies restrictive 

assumptions, especially the hypothesis of constant outdoor 

temperature, and analyzes the influence of outside 

temperature on the changeability of heat losses and electricity 

consumption for repairable DH networks based on the 

state-space method. 

In this paper, the nonlinear model of supply and return 

temperatures was developed. In order to validate the nonlinear 

model of a DH system, the parameters and measured data 

provided in Ref. [32] were adopted in simulation. 

The obtained results can be achieved without large 

investments in a DH system just by adjusting and controlling 

temperatures of a heat radiator, circulating in the network, and 

its flow rates. 

Finally, a better understanding of consumer behaviour and 

response to various changes in energy systems is helpful in 

terms of forecasting [13]. 
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